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INTERFERENCEEFFECTSOFCANARDCONTROLSONTHE 
LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
O F  A WINGED BODY AT MACH 10* 
By Cuyler W. Brooks, Jr. 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An experimental investigation of the interference effects of canard controls on two 
hypersonic winged configurations was made at a Mach number of 10 in the Langley 15-inch 
hypersonic flow apparatus. The effect of variations in canard size and shape, body length, 
wing planform, and wing vertical  position was determined. 
The resul ts  indicate that the canard control induces a broad pattern of interfer- 
ence in which the average flow angle over the wing and body surfaces downstream of the 
canard var ies  significantly f rom the free-s t ream value. The magnitude of the interfer- 
ence increases  with increasing canard deflection and, in  general, with increasing angle 
of attnck. 
The most significant configuration parameters  (aside from canard deflection) are 
wing position and canard size. 
l e s s  by interference than the high-wing configurations, especially at higher angles of 
attack. As would be expected, the la rger  canard causes la rger  disturbances in the flow 
than does the smaller  canard. 
The low-wing configurations are affected considerably 
INTRODUCTION 
An important problem encountered in the design of hypersonic aircraft configura- 
tions is that of the loss  of effectiveness of aft-mounted aerodynamic pitch controls loca- 
ted within the hypersonic shadow region. (See ref. l.) However, the effectiveness of 
such controls is maintained in  both the subsonic and low supersonic speed ranges. 
the canard control is placed near the nose of the vehicle, it is not subject to the blanketing 
effect of a shadow region and thus maintains its effectiveness at hypersonic speeds. 
refs. 2 and 3.) 
Since 
(See 
*The information herein was offered as a thesis in  partial fulfillment of the require- 
ments f o r  the degree of Master of Aerospace Engineering, University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia, June 196 7. 
Although experimental investigations at hypersonic speeds (refs. 2 and 3) have 
indicated that the canard does not lose effectiveness even for  la rge  control deflections 
and large angles of attack, the presence of this forward-mounted control creates  dis- 
turbances in the flow field which directly affect the aerodynamic characterist ics of both 
the wing and the afterbody. 
The present investigation was undertaken to determine the magnitude of the canard- 
induced interference at hypersonic speeds. The canard interference and its variation 
with angle of attack, with canard deflection, size, and planform shape, as well as with body 
length, wing planform, and wing vertical position a r e  determined by use  of data in ref- 
erences 2 and 3 in conjunction with wing-off data obtained in the present tests.  All data 
were obtained in the Langley 15-inch hypersonic flow apparatus at a Reynolds number of 
1.50 x 106 per  foot (4.92 x l o6  per  meter). 
SYMBOLS 
The longitudinal force and moment coefficients a r e  referenced to the stability axis 
system with origin 4.8 inches (12.19 cm) from the model base. The wing a rea  and mean 
aerodynamic chord used to nondimensionalize the forces  and moments a r e  always those 
of the wing (delta o r  trapezoidal) in question. 
Measurements for  this investigation were taken in U.S. Customary Units. Equiva- 
lent values are indicated herein parenthetically in the International System of Units. 
C local chord (wing or  canard) 
- 
C wing mean aerodynamic chord 
C general longitudinal coefficient: CL, CD, o r  C, 
C' general coefficient for  complete configuration without interference, 
equation (2) 
CL 
CD 
Cm 
lift coefficient, - Lift 
(4,s 
Drag drag coefficient, -
q,s 
Pitching moment ~ pitching-moment coefficient, 
d maximum model body diameter 
2 
f ree-s t ream dynamic pressure 
radial coordinate for  body surface 
wing planform a r e a  (reference area) 
canard planform area (including that portion inside fuselage) 
maximum thickness of airfoil section 
section thickness ratio 
longitudinal coordinate measured rearward from model nose 
longitudinal distance of moment reference center f rom model nose 
geometric angle of attack (referenced to fuselage center line) 
canard deflection angle (relative to fuselage center line) positive in the 
same sense as a! 
increment in general coefficients due to canard-wing interference 
effective induced downwash 
Sub scripts: 
W wing 
B body (fuselage and nose) 
C canard 
L lift 
D drag 
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m 
WB 
I 
pitching moment 
wing-body configuration 
denotes a quantity calculated for the wing-body with interference by 
equation 3 
Model components: 
D delta planform wing 
T trapezoidal planform wing 
W1 wing mounted in high position 
w 2  wing mounted in  low position 
B1 short  body 
B2 long body 
C1 small  delta planform canard 
c 2  large delta planform canard 
small  trapezoidal planform canard c3 
Thus, DW1B2C1 denotes the configuration with a high delta wing, long body, and small 
delta canard. 
MODELS 
Drawings of the models, showing dimensions and component arrangement, are pre-  
sented in figure 1. Figure 2 presents the dimensions of the canard control surfaces 
which were used. Photographs of typical configurations and of the model components are 
shown in figure 3. Table I presents the model reference dimensions. 
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TABLE I. - MODEL REFERENCE DIMENSIONS 
Delta-wing configuration: 
Reference area, S, in2 (cm2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17.815 (114.935) 
Mean aerodynamic chord, cy in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.667 (11.854) 
Small delta canard, C1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.145 
Large delta canard, C2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Trapezoidal canard, C3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.145 
Reference area, S, in2 (cm2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18.216 (117.522) 
Mean aerodynamic chord, c, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.006 (10.175) 
Small delta canard, C1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.142 
Large delta canard, C2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Trapezoidal canard, C3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.142 
- 
Cmard-wing area ratio, Sc/S - 
0.1 94 
Trapezoidal-wing configuration: 
- 
Canard-wing area ratio, Sc/S - 
0.1 90 
The delta-wing model of reference 2 had a 700 swept-leading-edge delta planform, 
and the trapezoidal-wing model of reference 3 had a 45O swept-leading-edge trapezoidal 
planform. 
wings employed a diamond airfoil  section with a thickness ratio t/c of 0.05. The wings 
were tested in both high (Wl) and low (W2) positions with respect to the fuselage. 
fig. 1.) 
(Trapezoidal refers to the shape of the outboard portion of the wing.) Both 
(See 
The fuselage for  the wing-off configurations of the present investigation consisted 
basically of a circular,  cylindrical afterbody, combined with a sharp 2/3-power nose. 
The fuselage cylinder fo r  the winged models of references 2 and 3 was modified in the 
wing-attachment region to intersect the wing with essentially flat sides normal to the 
planform plane. 
tion of a 1.20-inch (3.05-cm) cylindrical spacer just ahead of the wing. 
3(a), and 3(d) show the model with the spacer  included (Bz), and figures 1(b), l(d), and 3(b) 
show the model with the spacer  removed (B1). 
The forward portion of the fuselage could be varied in  length by inser- 
Figures l(a), l (c) ,  
Two canard-surface planforms were studied: a delta planform with 45O leading- 
edge sweep, and a trapezoidal planform with 22.50 leading-edge sweep (midchord line 
unswept). The airfoils f o r  both planforms had diamond sections with a maximum thick- 
ness  of 5 percent of the local chord. Two s izes  of delta planforms having total planform 
areas of 14.5 and 19.4 percent of the delta-wing reference area were tested. The trape- 
zoidal canard had essentially the same canard-wing area ratio as the small  delta canard. 
(See table I.) 
from the model nose in all tests. 
The canard hinge l ine (fig. 1) was maintained at the same fixed distance 
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The vertical  tails (of trapezoidal planform) had 45O swept leading edges and were 
mounted on the delta wing 2.00 inches (5.08 cm) (approximately 80 percent of the wing 
semispan) f rom the body center  line. The vertical  tails for  the trapezoidal wings had 450 
swept leading edges and were  mounted at the wing tips. Both sets of vertical  tails had 
diamond airfoil sections with a maximum thickness of 5 percent of the local chord. 
TESTS 
The tests were made in the Langley 15-inch hypersonic flow apparatus at a Mach 
number of 10. The details of the basic tunnel character is t ics  appear in reference 4. F o r  
tests of the wing-off configurations, the nominal stagnation pressure  and temperature 
were 800 psia  (5510 kN/m2) and l l O O o  F (866O K), respectively. The dynamic pressure  
was 1.3 psia  (8.96 kN/m2) and the Reynolds number pe r  foot (1.5 X 106) (4.92 x 102 pe r  
meter) was the same as for  the winged configuration tests.  (See refs. 2 and 3.) 
The tests were  conducted through an angle-of-attack range of -4O to 20°. For each 
of the two fuselage lengths, the models were tested without the canard and with each of the 
three canard surfaces  at deflection angles of Oo, 5O, loo, and 20°. 
The models were  sting-mounted through the fuselage base, and normal- and axial- 
force and pitching-moment measurements were made with an  internally mounted, water- 
cooled, six-component strain-gage balance. Base pressure  measurements were not 
made. The angle of attack was corrected for  sting and balance deflections caused by 
aerodynamic loads. 
The calculation of the interference increments requires the addition and subtraction 
of force- and moment-coefficient data obtained on two different balances and under two 
sets of tunnel test conditions. In Srder  to provide an estimate of the accuracy of the 
basic force data, a series of repeat runs were made on two of the tes t  configurations, one 
with a canard control a t  loo deflection, and the other with no canard. Each of these con- 
figurations was tested through the angle-of-attack range three times. The configuration 
with the canard control was tested once on one balance at the q,= 1.7 psia (11.72 kN/m2) 
test conditions, then twice on the other balance, first at the q, = 1.7 psia tes t  conditions 
and then at the q,= 1.3 psia (8.96 kN/m2) tes t  conditions. The canard-off configura- 
tion was tested once on the first balance at the q,= 1.7 psia  (11.72 kN/m2) 
ditions and twice on the second balance at the q,= 1.3 psia (8.96 kN/m2) tes t  conditions. 
The maximum differences found in the measured coefficients f rom these data for  
either configuration were 0.02 in  CL, 0.006 in CD, and 0.004 in Cm. 
tes t  con- 
The angle of attack is estimated to be accurate to within *0.lo. The Mach number 
is constant and is not measured for  each test. The Mach number distribution through the 
test section (ref. 4) shows a maximum deviation of *0.2 from the average (over the tes t  
core) Mach number of 10.03. 
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METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS 
The canard-induced interference is defined herein as the increment in  the longi- 
tudinal coefficient CL, CD, o r  Cm of the wing-body caused by the presence of the 
canard (exclusive of the force o r  moment due directly to the canard). The interference 
increments are assumed to be caused by the generation of a wake behind the canard which 
changes the angle of flow to which the wing and rearward par t  of the fuselage are sub- 
jected. An expression is derived relating this change in flow angle to the l i f t  coefficients 
with and without interference. 
Coefficient Increments 
The increment in any longitudinal force o r  moment coefficient CD, o r  Cm) 
due to the interference effect of the canard AIC 
coefficient (C representing the general coefficient) due to the canard and its interference 
(CWBC - CWB) differs f rom the coefficient due to the canard alone (CBC - CB). That is, 
is defined as the amount by which the 
AIc = (cWBC - ‘WE%)- (cBC - ‘B) (1) 
where the four coefficients on the right in equation (1) are measured values. 
tion requires that the coefficients involved be determined for  a common reference area, 
a common moment reference center, the same canard deflection, and the same angle of 
attack. 
This equa- 
The general coefficient for  the complete configuration (WBC) with the canard 
interference subtracted may be calculated for  comparison with the measured 
coefficient CWBC; 
C’ = CWBC - A I C = CWB + CBc - ‘B (2) 
Effective Downwash Angle 
The effective downwash angle E is defined herein as the average (over the wing 
and aft body surface) change in  effective angle of attack o r  flow direction which will 
account for  the observed l i f t  coefficient increment AICL. 
to calculate the effective downwash because it is more sensitive to flow angle than drag 
coefficient, and pitching-moment coefficient cannot be used because the change in  center- 
of-pressure location due to canard interference is not known. 
wing-body configuration without the canard CWB has been determined experimentally. 
The coefficient for  the wing-body with the canard interference (but without the direct  
effect of the canard) is defined as: 
Lift coefficient was selected 
The coefficient for  the 
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In functional notation, the effective downwash E 
fig. 4): 
can now be written implicitly (see 
CWB(a! 4- €1 CI(a!) (4) 
where it must be assumed that CWB and CI vary linearly with a! over the range E .  
This expression is considered a reasonable approximation, despite the fact that variation 
in the coefficient is nonlinear, because in general E is small. Because downwash can- 
not be calculated directly f rom this functional relationship, figure 4 shows how E would 
be determined graphically. The actual calculation of the effective downwash was made by 
using finite differences. 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Figure 5 presents CL, CD, and Cm plotted against angle of attack for the wing- 
off configurations of the present tests.  The wing-off coefficients of figure 5 are refer-  
enced to the delta-wing reference constants. When used in conjunction with trapezoidal- 
wing data to obtain interference increments, however, the coefficients were referenced to 
the trapezoidal-wing reference constants. 
Figures 6 and 7 present the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients f rom some of the 
wing-body and wing-body-canard tests of references 2 and 3. These data are replotted 
herein as a function of a! to provide a reference for the calculated interference 
increments. 
In addition to the measured data in figure 7, dashed lines indicate the coefficients 
The interference increments (AIC), which a r e  the differences between the dashed 
without interference (Cf), as calculated from the wing-off, canard-off, and body-alone 
data. 
and solid curves of figure 7, a r e  presented separately in figure 8. 
calculated effective downwash f o r  each configuration; note that E 
direction as angle of attack, so that "downwash" is shown as a negative angle. 
Figure 9 presents the 
is positive in the same 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Interference T e r m s  
Figure 8 shows that the canard-wing interference is strongly dependent on angle of 
attack and on canard deflection angle. However, the interference is generally small  near 
zero angle of attack, even for the largest  canard deflection angles. 
interference with increasing angle of attack depends significantly on the configuration and 
canard deflection angle, and the interference usually increases  with canard deflection 
angle. Since the curves in figure 7 show both the magnitude of the interference and a 
The variation in 
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comparison of the interference with the corresponding coefficients, the effects of varying 
the geometric parameters  of the configurations are discussed in t e rms  of these figures. 
Effects of Wing Position 
The effect of wing vertical  position on the canard-wing interference is the largest  
of any of the effects of configuration component variation. A comparison of any high-wing 
configuration (figs. 7(a) to 7(d) and 7(i) to 7(1)) with the corresponding low-wing config- 
uration (figs. 7(e) to 7(h), and 7(m) to 7(p)) shows that, not only are the interferences 
la rger  for  the high-wing configuration, but the variation of the interference increment 
with angle of attack is markedly different. This  resul t  is not entirely unexpected, how- 
ever, since a compression surface (such as the lower surface of the high wing) at super- 
sonic and hypersonic speeds is generally subjected to much la rger  forces  than a surface 
at or  near an expansion region (such as the upper surface of the low wing). Thus, since 
the interference of the canard tends to affect the lower surface of the high wing and the 
upper surface of the low wing, the changes in the flow caused by interference have a 
greater  effect on the forces  experienced by the high wing. 
For the high-wing configurations (W1) the interference generally causes a decrease 
in CL and CD and an increase in Cm, and the effect generally increases  with both 
angle of attack and canard deflection. The pattern of the effects of interference for the 
high-wing configurations is consistent for  the delta and trapezoidal wings. For the low- 
wing configurations (W2) the increments in the coefficients caused by the interference 
vary between positive and negative, both with angle of attack and with canard deflection. 
The effects of wing position on CL, CD, and Cm for  the delta wing (D) differ con- 
siderably from those for  the trapezoidal wing (T). 
Effects of Canard Size 
The interference from the canard would be expected to increase with an increase in 
the ratio of the canard area to the wing area. For both the high-delta wing and the high- 
trapezoidal wing configurations, such an increase in interference is noted, especially at 
the higher angles of attack and canard deflections, that is, for  conditions where the inter- 
ferences are greatest. 
trapezoidal-wing configurations (figs. 7(n) and (0)) show an increase in interference effect 
with the increase in  canard-wing area ratio. In the case of the low-delta-wing config- 
urations (figs. 7(f) and (g)), however, the canard-wing area rat io  has little effect on the 
interference, probably because the leading edge of the inboard portion of the delta wing 
is far enough forward (compared with that of the trapezoidal wing) that the wake of the 
canard cannot affect the compression surface of thewing, as the effects of interference 
are small  for  both the la rge  and small  canard configurations. 
(See figs. 7(b), (c), (j), and (k).) Also, the data for the low- 
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Effects of Canard Planform 
The effects of canard planform on the canard-wing interference are small  and 
inconsistent. For  the long-body high-delta wing configuration (DWIB~), the trapezoidal 
canard (C3, fig. 7(d)) has  somewhat grea te r  interference effects, especially at the lower 
canard deflections, than the delta canard C1 (fig. 7")). No data obtained on other con- 
figurations showed any significant effect of canard shape. 
Effective Downwash 
The effective downwash (fig. 9) generally increases  with canard deflection. For a 
given configuration, the variation of effective downwash with angle of attack tends to be  
s imilar  for  the four canard deflections of this investigation. This  result  is consistent 
with the variation of the coefficient interference AIC with angle of attack (fig. 8) in 
indicating that the canard ttwake" o r  interference pattern is similar  for  all canard deflec- 
tions. The configurations generally have downwash curves with a definite peak that 
indicates the center of the disturbance caused by the canard. 
(f), (g), (h), (j), and 0). Typically the location of this peak is not dependent on canard 
deflection. In general, the downwash effect is grea te r  on the high-wing configurations. 
For the long-body, delta-wing configurations, the peak downwash occurs at an angle of 
attack about 50 to 100 lower for  the low-wing configurations than for  the high-wing con- 
figurations. The 100 difference in  a! for  the interference peak correlates  roughly with 
the angle (Arctan 1/5 = 110) subtended by the distance (1 inch) (2.54 cm) between the 
positions of the high and low wings at their  distance (about 5 inches (12.70 cm)) from the 
canard. That is, the low wing tends to encounter the center of the canard interference 
pattern at a lower angle of attack than the high wing. Fo r  example, at Q! = 200, a line 
f rom the canard to the high wing (on the long body, B2) is a t  an angle to the flow of roughly 
150 (a! - (1/2) x 110). For  the line from the canard to the low wing to be  at the same 
angle to the flow of 150 (a! + (1/2) x loo), the angle of attack must be  roughly 100, o r  100 
less than for  the high-wing configuration. 
(figs. 9(i) to (p)), the downwash pattern fo r  the high wing position is s imilar  to that of the 
delta-wing configurations, but for  the low wing position, the downwash is smaller  and 
more i r regular  than that of the delta-wing configurations. 
(See figs. 9(b), (c), (d), (e), 
For the trapezoidal-wing configurations 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An experimental investigation of the interference effects of canard controls on two 
hypersonic winged configurations was made at a Mach number of 10 in  the Langley 
15-inch hypersonic flow apparatus. The effect of variations in  canard size and shape, 
body length, wing planform, and wing vertical  position was determined. 
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The use  of canard controls at hypersonic speeds eliminates the problem of loss  of 
control due to the hypersonic shadow region that has  been encountered with some aft- 
mounted controls. However, the canard induces a broad pattern of interference wherein 
the average flow angle over the wing and body surfaces behind the canard varies signif- 
icantly f rom the free-s t ream value. 
20°, and at that angle, the interference was still significant for  most configurations. 
Thus, it appears likely that the interference pattern behind the canard will produce sig- 
nificant variations in flow angle in  the region of flow bounded by the canard shock wave 
beneath the vehicle and the Mach line from the canard leading edge above. The magni- 
tude of the interference increases  with increasing canard deflection, but the variation of 
the interference with angle of attack for  a given configuration is generally s imilar  for  all 
canard deflections tested. 
The maximum angle of attack in  these tests was 
Of the configuration parameters  investigated (aside from canard deflection), wing 
position and canard s ize  are the most significant. The effects of interference on the low- 
wing configurations were considerably less than on the high-wing configurations, espe- 
cially at the higher angles of attack. As would be expected, the canard with the la rger  
canard-wing area ratio causes  la rger  disturbances in the flow than that with the smaller  
area ratio. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., September 21, 1967, 
126-13-03-09-23. 
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(a) High-wing long-body delta-wing configuration, DWiBZC1. 
Figure 1.- Model drawings. A l l  dimensions are i n  inches (and parenthetically i n  cm). Al l  airfoi l  sections are diamond sections of t / c  = 0.05. 
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(b) Low-wing short-body delta-wing configuration, DW2B1C1. 
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(c) High-wing long-body trapezoidal-wing configuration, TWlB2C2. 
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(b) Configuration DW2B1C1; 6 = 10'. L- 63-9743 
(c) Planform view of a l l  delta-wing model components. 
Figure 3.- Selected model photographs. 
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(d) Configuration TW2B2C2; 6 = 100. L-64-6880 
(e) P lanform view of a l l  trapezoidal-wing model components. L-64-6879.1 
(f) Configuration B1C3; 6 = loo. 
F igure 3.- Concluded. 
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delta-wing configuration reference dimensions. 
Figure 5.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of wing-off canard configurations. Coefficients based on 
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Figure 6.- Longitudinal aerodynamic character ist ics of the canard-off (wing-body) conf igurat ions f rom references 2 and 3. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Concluded. 
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F igure 8.- Variat ion of interference terms with angle of attack and canard deflection angle. 
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Figure 9.- Effective downwash. 
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